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How to Use This Guide
This guide has been developed by the Lyme Education Awareness and Prevention (LEAP)
group, an initiative of the Canadian Lyme Disease Foundation (CanLyme). The purpose of
this guide is to equip educators, their students and parents with knowledge about ticks and
Lyme disease so that they can safely explore the outdoors with a new level of awareness.
As such, this guide will share information through en-

Information in this guide is presented in three themed

gaging learning experiences to learn how to recognize

groupings

ticks, avoid tick bites, and understand what to do if one

ticks, adventure preparation, and Lyme disease. Each

gets a tick bite or experiences signs or symptoms of a

Exploratory has a brief descriptive outline for the entire

tick-borne disease. This current version of the guide

set of activities and details key information and facts

contains connections relevant to the British Columbia

from CanLyme. Subsequently, each Exploratory has

curriculum with the vision that curricular alignment

three activities that can be taught in any order, although

across the provinces and territories will be included in

a suggested sequence is given.

the future. This guide contains scientifically founded information that is relevant to a Canadian context.

called

“Exploratories”:

understanding

Each activity within an Exploratory contains a LEAP 5
section. LEAP 5 consists of five key facts and information

Educators are the experts when it comes to knowing

that are important for the students to understand regard-

their students. The competency-based, student-centered

less of how you decide to teach the activity. The slide deck

approach to learning has proven to be an effective way to

has a corresponding LEAP 5 slide for each activity.

engage learners (Province of British Columbia, 2020a).
This guide acknowledges both educator expertise and
strategies for effective learning. As such, the information
and suggested activities are designed to be adapted by
you, the educators, and used as you see fit. Suggestions
and options for inclusive teaching practice have been
made. Further, the resource is highly adaptable to fur-

Fall 2020 is the first release of four of the intended nine
Exploratories. Feedback will be gathered from teachers and
outdoor educators and used in the creation of the second
release, scheduled for winter 2021. If you have feedback or
would like to be involved in a virtual roundtable discussion,
please contact us at canlymeeducation@gmail.com.

ther modifications you may wish to make to meet the

This guide contains scientifically founded information

needs of your students and for alignment with your pro-

about ticks and Lyme disease, as well as suggestions for

vincial/territorial curriculum. Accompanying this guide

tick awareness, disease prevention, and when to seek

is a slide deck resource that can be displayed and/or

medical attention.

downloaded and printed.
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Exploratories
Exploratories

Activities

Summary

#1 - Understanding
Ticks

A. Intro to Ticks
(See, Think, Wonder)

What is a tick? Learn tick basics including aspects of
their life cycle and habitat.

B. Iden-tick-al? (Games)

Ticks appear differently depending on the type of
tick, where it is in its lifecycle, as well as during or after attachment on its host. Learn to differentiate ticks
by appearance, colour, size, and number of legs.

C. Under the Scope
(Winter 2021 Release)

Unique mouthparts are key to the ticks ability to
feed. Explore ticks with these images from under the
microscope.

D. Tick Kit (Winter 2021
Release)

Be prepared to identify a tick, remove it, and preserve
it so it can later be sent off for Lyme testing. Make
your own portable tick kit to take on your next outdoor adventure.

E. Dressing for Adventure (Scene It Storyboarding)

Getting outside is important and there are a few
pointers to help do this safely. Explore these suggestions for your outdoor attire.

F. Outdoor Adventure
Theatre (Winter 2021
Release)

Prepare for your next outdoor adventure through
these role play scenarios. Where should you hike?
What do you do if you find a tick on your body?

G. Recognising the
Symptoms (The Complexity Scale)

With a wide range of symptoms, Lyme disease can be
challenging to diagnose. Learn about the symptoms
of Lyme disease.

H. Got Lyme, Now
What? (Winter 2021
Release)

Explore how Lyme disease is diagnosed and treated.

I. Uniting for Action
(Winter 2021 Release)

What will you do with the information you’ve
learned? Make a plan to help spread the word about
Lyme disease and its prevention.

#2 - Adventure
Preparation

#3 - Lyme Disease
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Curriculum Connection
This resource fits seamlessly into the curricular competencies for
Physical and Health Education: Healthy and Active Living (Province
of British Columbia, 2020b).

Grade 6
»»
»»

Describe the impacts of personal choices on health
and well-being
Identify, apply, and reflect on strategies used to

Grade 9
»»
»»

pursue personal healthy-living goals

Grade 7
»»
»»
»»
»»

Identify factors that influence healthy choices and
explain their potential health effects
Assess and communicate health information for

Propose healthy choices that support lifelong
health and well-being
Identify factors that influence health messages
from a variety of sources, and analyze their

»»
»»

influence on behaviour
Identify and apply strategies to pursue personal
healthy-living goals
Reflect on outcomes of personal healthy-living
goals and assess strategies used

various health issues
Identify and apply strategies to pursue personal
healthy-living goals
Reflect on outcomes of personal healthy-living
goals and assess strategies used

Grade 8
»»
»»

Assess factors that influence healthy choices and
their potential health effects
Identify factors that influence health messages
from a variety of sources, and analyze their

»»
»»

influence on behaviour
Identify and apply strategies to pursue personal
healthy-living goals
Reflect on outcomes of personal healthy-living
goals and assess strategies used
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Exploratory 1: Understanding Ticks
It is essential to understand ticks and their life cycle
in order to be Lyme aware.

Activities Overview

04

A. Intro to Ticks

page 5

B. Iden-tick-cal?

page 8

C. Under the Scope

Winter 2021 Release
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Activity A - Intro to Ticks
What is a tick? Learn tick basics including
aspects of their life cycle and habitat.

LEAP 5
1. Ticks are arachnids, the scientific grouping
of organisms that includes spiders,
scorpions, and mites. Ticks are not insects.

2. There are approximately 40 species

of ticks found in Canada, and some
ticks are more likely to carry certain
diseases than other ticks.

4. Although commonly found in wooded areas,

ticks can be found in almost every outdoor
area in part because they are carried by birds
and the other animals they feed on. Ticks
are found in both rural and urban areas.

5. Most tick species in Canada

prefer damp and cool areas.

3. The tick species mostly commonly

associated with carrying Lyme disease in
Canada are the western blacklegged tick
(WBLT) and the blacklegged tick (BLT).

Activity Overview
Using the See, Think, Wonder thinking routine from
Project Zero (2019a), students will view various pictures
of ticks, their habitats, and life cycles to hone their observation skills, connect to what they already know, and

Materials and Resources
»»
»»
»»
»»

Slide deck, slides 1-9
3 x poster papers
Sticky notes (enough for at least 3 stickies/student)
Pencils or assistive writing technology

ask questions about what they want to learn more about.
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Teacher Prep
»»
»»

Familiarize yourself with the See, Think, Wonder
thinking routine: www.pz.harvard.edu/resources/

1. Introduce the LEAP 5 facts on slide 2.

see-think-wonder

2. Introduce the students to the See, Think, Wonder
thinking routine.
a. Be sure to emphasize that “See” is purely
observational without personal judgement
(i.e. “I see a tick with a black legs” not “I see an
angry tick with a gigantic black legs”)

Either print out or digitally display the images
(slides 3-9) from the slide deck

• Class sizes larger than 10 students would
benefit from having these slide deck images
printed out and placed around the classroom

»»

on tables.
Prepare the three poster papers and/or the three-

b. “Think” comments can incorporate connections to
personal experiences and thoughts.

columned paper labeled “See”, “Think”, and

c. “Wonder” comments should be in the form of
questions.

“Wonder”

3. Provide each student with three sticky notes.

• Class sizes larger than 10 students would
benefit from having a three-columned paper
placed by each image around the classroom on
tables (one “See, Think, Wonder” paper with

»»

Activity Instructions See, Think, Wonder

each image)
Digitally display slide 3 to show the student
explanation for the See, Think, Wonder thinking
routine

4. Either post up the labeled “See”, “Think”, and
“Wonder” poster papers or show the students the
three-columned paper labeled “See”, “Think”, and
“Wonder”
5. Either display each image on the screen one at a
time or have the images printed out and placed at
various tables around the classroom.
6. Allow the students to comment in rounds, first
writing sticky notes about what they see, then think
and finally wonder, and have them place their
stickies on the appropriately labeled papers.
7. After all three rounds, invite the students to read
the comments of other students.
8. As you see fit, encourage discussion around the
observations, connections, and questions.
a. If the students haven’t brought up the following
points, be sure to help them notice the points
listed in Figure 1.
b. As you review each image, be sure to share the
“teachable points” noted in the final column of
Figure 1.
9. Collectively, create a list of questions that will guide
your classroom inquiry of ticks and Lyme disease.
10. Review the LEAP 5 facts on slide 2.

06
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Figure 1: Guide to the “See, Think, Wonder” images
Slide

To Visually Notice

Teachable Points

• Ticks need a blood meal to

Slide 4

• The larva has only 6 legs
•
• Ticks can be active all

Slide 5

year round depending
on where you live in
Canada

• Meadows have grasses

Slide 6
•

of different heights
• Pathways can be made
through tall grass

• The head region of the

Slide 7
•

Slide 8

tick becomes embedded into the skin of the
host

• An engorged tick is a
white-grey colour

move from one life stage to
another
• A tick life cycle lasts 2-3 years
depending on the tick species

• Ticks are active above 4°C
• Below 4°C, ticks are dormant
and not active, however they
are not dead

• Long grasses along pathways
are prime tick habitat

• Stick to the centre of trails

• Some people with Lyme disease do not remember having
had a tick embedded on them

• Engorged ticks can look like
skin tags

•

Slide 9

• Ticks can be as small as
a poppy seed

• Ticks can crawl up clothing to
find a patch of warm skin

•
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Activity B - Iden-tick-al?
Ticks appear differently depending on the species of tick, where it is in its lifecycle, as well as during or after attachment on its host. Learn to differentiate ticks
by appearance, colour, size, and number of legs.

LEAP 5
1. Ticks go through four life stages: egg, sixlegged larva, eight-legged nymph, adult.

2. Ticks need a blood meal between the
larval, nymph and adult stage.

3. It can take upwards of three years for
a tick to complete its life cycle.

Activity Overview
In the first part of this activity, students read and view
information about different types of ticks. They then try

4. Ticks can be as small as a poppy

seed, especially during the nymph
stage in spring or fall.

5. After feeding on a blood meal, ticks can
increase in length by approximately
5x their unfed length, and they are
then considered “engorged”.

Teacher Prep
»»
»»

students can create their own game. Of course, feel free

Print out Students Pages 17-24 and/or digitally
display the information (slides 10-19) from the

to match images to the correct label. The second part
offers a constructivist game development option where

Gather materials

»»

slide deck
Some students may benefit from having this

to do the parts that work for you.

information printed and in front of them as they

Materials and Resources

language learners may find a printed version in the

»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Slide deck, slides 10-19
Printer
Student Pages 17-24
Scissors
Materials at students’ requests, such as

• Larger tabloid 28cm x 43cm (11’’ x 17’’) paper
• Glue sticks
• Cardboard

08
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create. For example, visual learners and English

»»

Student Pages section useful.
Print off images and matching word on slides
18-19.

Activity Instructions - Games
Part 1
1. Introduce the LEAP 5 facts on slide 10.
2. In a manner that works best for your students, read the
information on slides 11-17.
3. Have the students pair up and match the labels and
image cards based on the information from slides 11-17.
4. Show them the answer key on slide 18-19.

Part 2
1. Brainstorm or show your students a variety of games
such as Memory, War card game, Snakes and Ladders,
etc.
2. Support the students in developing a game, either solo,
in pairs, or in small teams, ensuring that they include
details about:
a. Number of players
b. Materials
c. Goals of the game
d. Step by step instructions
e. How a player wins
f. Answer key (if applicable)
3. Have a game playing day!
4. Review LEAP 5 facts on slide 10.

Activity C - Under the Scope
Winter 2021 Release

Unique mouthparts are key to the ticks ability to feed. Explore
ticks with these images from under the microscope.
09

Exploratory 2: Adventure Preparation
When you and your class are preparing for an
outdoor adventure, be sure to:
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Bring a tick kit
Plan your clothing
Know where ticks are and what they look like
Perform tick checks
Know what to do if a tick is found on someone

These activities will help prepare you and your class for
your next outdoor adventure!

Activities Overview

10

D. Tick Kit

Winter 2021 Release

E. Dressing for Adventure

page 11

F. Outdoor Adventure Theatre

Winter 2021 Release
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Activity D - Tick Kit
Winter 2021 Release

Be prepared to identify a tick, remove it, and preserve it so it can later be sent off for
Lyme testing. Make your own portable tick kit to take on your next outdoor adventure.

Activity E - Dressing for Adventure
Getting outside is important and there are a few pointers to help do this
safely. Explore these suggestions for your outdoor attire.

LEAP 5
1. Wear repellents, like DEET or icaridin

(picaridin). Another option is to wear
clothing that has been factory treated
with an insect repellent (e.g. No-Fly-Zone
clothing at Mark’s Work Wearhouse).

2. Wear light colours so ticks can be seen
if they are on your clothing and tuck
your pants into your socks if possible.

4. Showering after being outdoors can help

wash off ticks that are not attached. It’s also
a good opportunity to do a tick check.

5. Put clothing in the dryer on high heat for
15-20 minutes to kill ticks on clothing.
If this is not possible, use tape or a lint
roller to remove ticks from clothing.

3. Check your clothes for ticks often.

Ticks will climb upwards until they
find an area of exposed skin.

Activity Overview
Invite your students to connect to their favorite outdoor location. They will create a storyboard for a trip

Materials and Resources
»»
»»

Slide deck, slides 20-28
Pencils or assistive writing technology

to this place, being sure to add some of the tips for
dressing for adventure.

11

Teacher Prep
»»
»»
»»

Print 1 copy/student of the storyboard on page 25.
Either print out or digitally display the
information (slides 22) from the slide deck
Some students may benefit from having this
information printed and in front of them as they
create. For example, visual learners and English
language learners may find this printer version

»»

useful.
Either print out or digitally display the scenic
images (slides 23-27) from the slide deck

Activity Instructions Scene It Storyboarding
1. Introduce the LEAP 5 facts on slide 21.
2. In a manner that works best for your students, read
through the Scene It Storyboard information on
slide 22.
3. Share the scenic images on slides 23-27.
4. Invite the students to select one scene that they
connect with.
a. They do not have to have an experience in the
exact location, rather the scene is meant to
encourage them to think of an outdoor place
they have been to.

5. Scaffolding as you see fit, discuss how one would
plan for visiting this outdoor place. For example,
you may wish to discuss making a packing list.
6. Scaffolding as you see fit, discuss what one would
do during their adventure and what would happen
when they are finished the journey.
7. Referring back to the LEAP 5 facts on slide 21,
encourage discussion about how their adventure
could incorporate being tick aware. For example,
a. Discuss as a class if there are any missing
tips in the LEAP 5 list that could make one
tick aware. Additional tips are found on the
CanLyme website at https://canlyme.com/
lyme-prevention/risk-areas/10-tips-for-highrisk-areas/
8. Distribute the photocopied storyboard sheet and
encourage the students to outline an adventure to
an outdoor place. The square is for a sketch and the
lines can detail what is happening at that time. Call
attention to the numbers to highlight the idea of
making a sequential story.
a. Discuss as a class how many tips to be tickaware should be added to a story.
9. Share their storyboards!
10. Review the LEAP 5 facts on slide 21.

Activity F - Outdoor Adventure Theatre
Winter 2021 Release

Prepare for your next outdoor adventure through these role play scenarios.
Where should you hike? What do you do if you find a tick on your body?

12
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Exploratory 3: Lyme Disease
Lyme disease is on the rise in Canada. Decrease your
risk of infection by taking preventative action and
learning more about Lyme.

Activities Overview
G. Recognising the Symptoms

page 14

H. Got Lyme, Now What?

Winter 2021 Release

I. Uniting for Action

Winter 2021 Release
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Activity G - Recognising the Symptoms of Lyme
With a wide range of symptoms, Lyme disease can be challenging to
diagnose. Learn about the symptoms of Lyme disease.

LEAP 5
1. Lyme disease is caused by Borrelia bacteria
which is a type of spirochete that looks like
a corkscrew shape under the microscope.

2. Early symptoms of Lyme disease may

occur 3 to 30 days after a tick bite and
include flu-like symptoms including fever,
body aches, headaches and fatigue.

3. Without proper treatment for early

4. A rash may or may not form due to Lyme

disease. If a rash does occur, it sometimes
appears as a bullseye and it may not
always occur at the site of the tick bite.

5. Lyme disease symptoms are incredibly
varied and often similar to many
other illnesses. Symptoms can
wax and wane (come and go).

(called acute) Lyme disease, new
symptoms can develop including
memory loss, numbness and tingling,
heart problems and facial paralysis.

Activity Overview
Students will first learn about the many symptoms of
Lyme disease. They will experience two personal stories
about Lyme disease: listening to Sarah’s story in a segment
from CanLyme’s “Looking at Lyme” podcast and reading

Materials and Resources
»»
»»
»»
»»

E, they will use The Complexity Scale thinking routine
from Project Zero (2019b) to reason and explain their
thinking about this complex disease. This activity allows
students to explore their understanding, identify new insights, and define additional questions they have about
Lyme disease.

14
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Pencils or assistive writing technology
Sticky notes (enough for at least 2 stickies/student)
Access to the CanLyme podcast Season 1:
Episode 1: www.lookingatlyme.ca/2020/07/

Justin’s story published in Explore Magazine. Combined
with what they have learned through Activities A, B and

Slide deck, slides 29-36

»»
»»

interview-with-dr-liz-zubek/
Speakers or individual devices for students to
listen to the podcast
Access to the Explore Magazine article (Hodgins,
2020): www.explore-mag.com/Bitten-by-a-tickin-Canada-Heres-how-to-get-it-tested-for-Lymedisease-fast

Teacher Prep
»»

Familiarize yourself with the The Complexity
Scale thinking routine: www.pz.harvard.edu/

»»

resources/the-complexity-scale
Either print out or digitally display the list of
symptoms (slides 31-32) from the slide deck

• Class sizes larger than 10 students would
benefit from having the list of symptoms
printed out and placed around the classroom
on tables so that each group of up to 5

»»

students can have a shared copy to read.
Prepare a poster paper labeled “Simple” on the left
and “Complex” on the right

• Classes with many kinesthetic learners may
benefit from dividing the classroom space up
along an imaginary physical line, with one area

»»

labeled “Simple” and the other area “Complex”
Either print out or digitally display slide 35
to show the student explanation for the The

»»

Complexity Scale thinking routine
Connect speakers to a computer with the podcast
or set up individual devices for students to listen

»»

to the podcast
Bring up and digitally display the Explore
Magazine article (Hodgins, 2020)

Activity Instructions - The
Complexity Scale
1. Introduce the LEAP 5 on slide 30.
*You may wish to turn steps #2, 3 and 4 into three information stations that the students rotate through.
2. In a manner that works best for your students,
read through the Symptoms of Lyme Disease
information on slides 31-32.
3. As a class or individually, have the students
listen to Sarah’s story from the beginning to
2min 11s in the CanLyme podcast Season 1:
Episode 1: www.lookingatlyme.ca/2020/07/
interview-with-dr-liz-zubek/

4. As a class or individually, have the students read the
short article from Explore Magazine about Justin’s
story with Lyme disease.
5. Introduce the students to The Complexity Scale
thinking routine on slide 35.
a. Highlight that this routine explores individuals’
observations, facts, and ideas.
b. Ensure that students consider all that they now
know about ticks, being tick aware and Lyme
disease.
6. Distribute two sticky notes per student, noting
where students can get more stickies if they need.
7. Encourage students to record on the sticky note
an observation, fact or idea they have about the
symptoms of Lyme disease. On the second sticky
note, invite students to record an observation, fact
or idea that they have about ticks or being tick
aware.
8. Allow the students to place their stickies along The
Complexity Scale ranging from simple to complex.
9. Invite the students to share their stickies and
explain their reasoning for placing it along The
Complexity Scale.
a. Movement of the stickies along the scale as
students justify their reasoning is encouraged!
b. If students share similar observations, facts,
and ideas, discuss why these points stood out.
10. In a final round of discussion, compile a list of
questions and insights students now have.
a. Insights can be in the form of personal
thoughts, i.e. “I had no idea that the symptoms
of Lyme disease were so different from person
to person.”
b. Insights can also be in the form of generalised
understanding of the topic, i.e. “Sarah saw so
many doctors because Lyme disease can be
difficult to diagnose.”
11. Retain this list of questions and insights as the class
continues to explore Lyme disease so that you can
periodically refer back to it.
12. Review the LEAP 5 facts on slide 30.

15

Student Pages
Here are pages for your students’ reference or use.

Overview
Exploratory 1
• Tick Lifecycle
• Tick Information
• Distinguishing Tick Anatomy
• Tick Species Information
Exploratory 2

• Storyboard

Exploratory 3
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Tick Lifecycle
Ticks go through four life stages: egg, six-legged larva,

Ticks need a blood meal between the larval, nymph and

eight-legged nymph, adult. Ticks can be as small as a

adult stage, and it can take upwards of three years for a

poppy seed, especially during the nymph stage in spring

tick to complete its life cycle. After feeding on a blood

or fall. As the ticks we’re learning about here move

meal, ticks can change in size by up to 10x their unfed

through their life stages from egg to adult, they tend to

length and they are then considered “engorged”. Ticks

prey upon different mammals. This is called a three-host

pick up the bacteria by biting infected animals, and then

life cycle.

pass it on to other animals, including human hosts.

Tick Seasonal Activity

Blacklegged tick Adult

Western Blacklegged tick Adult

Blacklegged tick Nymph

Western Blacklegged tick Nymph
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Tick Information
Ticks need a cool habitat. They can not fly. They crawl
on grasses and leaves and put their front legs out, waiting for their preyhost to walk by so they can grab on.
This behaviour is called “questing”. Although commonly
found in wooded areas, ticks can be found in almost any
outside location because they are carried by the birds
and other animals they feed on.
The official common name for a tick often suggests
that it preys upon a specific animal host (‘deer tick’,
‘dog tick’, ‘cattle tick’, etc). However, generalist feeding tick species willingly suck blood from almost any
animal they encounter. The Western black-legged tick
(Ixodes pacificus), Black-legged tick (Ixodes scapularis), Rocky Mountain wood tick (Dermacentor andersoni), American Dog Tick (Dermacentor variabilis) are generalist feeders.
In Canada, we have approximately 40 species of tick, but
fortunately for us humans, only a few of them can transmit Lyme disease. There are two groups of ticks, hard
and soft. Let’s take a closer look at four hard ticks so you
can identify the tick that is most likely to carry Lyme
disease:

»»
»»
»»
»»

Western black-legged tick (Ixodes pacificus)
Black-legged tick, or deer tick, (Ixodes scapularis)
Rocky Mountain wood tick (Dermacentor
andersoni)
American dog tick (Dermacentor variabilis)

There are three keys parts to help identify the following
ticks: scutum, festoons, and palps.

18
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Distinguishing Tick Anatomy
Scutum
Hard ticks get their name from the tough shield on their dorsal side, or back, called a scutum. The scutum is found
on the larval, nymphal and adult stages. On males, the scutum covers almost their entire back whereas in females it
covers ⅓ to ½ of their backs.

Festoons
If festoons are present on a tick, they are the small grooves on the outer edge of the back end of the tick.

Palps
Palps are at the front part of the tick near the mouthparts.

Palps

Scutum

Festoons

19

Tick Species Information
Ixodes species
The western blacklegged tick (Ixodes pacificus) have hard-shelled brown and black bodies, but appear greyish when
engorged and are sometimes confused with a skin tag. As its Latin name suggests, this tick is found mainly on the
Pacific coast. The unfed adults are about 2.5 mm long and they can grow up to 9-10 mm when engorged after feeding.
This species is the most common transmitter of Lyme disease to humans in BC.
The blacklegged tick, or deer tick, (Ixodes scapularis) is smaller than the Rocky Mountain Wood tick and the dog
tick. This tick is found from Manitoba east to the Atlantic Ocean.

Ixodes species

Feature

Scutum (in adult stage)

One solid colour, likely brown/black

Festoon

None

Palps

Long and straw-like

Dermacentor species
The Rocky Mountain wood tick (Dermacentor andersoni) is 1-2mm longer than either Ixodes tick species.
The American dog tick (Dermacentor variabilis) is also a common tick in Canada, and can usually be found from
Saskatchewan east to the Atlantic Provinces. It looks very similar to the Rocky Mountain wood tick.

Dermacentor species

Feature

Scutum (in adult stage)

Patterned

Festoon

Short grooves

Palps

Blunt
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Optional game pieces
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Optional game pieces
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Optional game pieces

Larvae

Bird

Nymph

Deer

Adult

Ixodes species (Western
blacklegged tick or
blacklegged tick)

Mouse

Dermacentor species
(Rocky Mountain wood
tick and dog tick)
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Festoons

Grassy area, ideal tick
habitat

Scutum

Leaf litter (cool and
damp), ideal tick
habitat

Questing with front
arms out

Out in the open
summer heat, not ideal
tick habitat

Clear path, not ideal
tick habitat

Embedded tick
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Storyboard
1.

5.

2.

6.

3.

7.

4.

8.

Adapted from North Vancouver School District (1999)
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